
an old User Group guy looks back

  First of all, my thanks to AUSOM for their 40 years with Apple Computer, or Apple Inc; or my little articles, and for all 
my Apple friends, for which I have so many. You have all triggered back so many fond memories for me. I’ve been thinking 
about this for over a week now; how to say all this, and if I even should. So let me expound on this for a bit and pour my 
heart out. 

What is a User Group? Why is a User Group? What is it composed of? How does it start? So many unanswered questions. 
How can you explain this to an uninformed person? Can you? In one of my earlier articles I explained how I... but that 
doesn’t explain the User Group as a whole, a Hive, so to speak, so dependent on the whole for its existence.

I remember way back when; I was on a bus trip to a huge Apple and PC Fair in NYC. Mostly PC ‘Leaders’ people on the bus, 
handing out their business cards and their hourly rates for PC services and the Apple Group ‘Leaders’ people in the rear of  
the Bus swapping out Floppy disks and Newsletter articles on ‘how-to’s.’ Those PC people never understood that! That whole 
Symposium for the PC people was for making a dollar out of their so-called ‘knowledge’ and for the Apple people it was for 
having fun and helping each other for free; because we could!

I look at the whole User Group universe as three important parts as a whole, with an added extra. They are; People to People, 
People to Storytellers and People to Leaders. 

People to People is the beginnings of a group, maybe two people in need finding each other and swapping stories and help-
ing each other; then they in turn find another in need, etc. Then a small group forms over coffee, maybe in a home or a cof-
fee shop. It then increases to a larger forum, maybe a dozen or more in a living room or basement somewhere. It increases 
to more people and then the need for a larger meeting place, like a free public library or a church meeting room. Eventually 
reaches an uncomfortable size for a free-wheeling group and someone needs to take charge. Then... it reaches the next phase.

People to Storytellers is when someone talks about their problems and how they fixed it. Or how they saw this terrific pro-
gram, or Application that does this great job that everyone should be aware of, and maybe shows the program or Application 
to the whole assembly. The oooh’s and ahhh’s of the Group expands to more people attending the next group meeting. And 
then, another exciting thing happens; another Storyteller surfaces, showing their next great thing, and what a great thing it 
is, from the telling of it to the showing of it. If only they could show it to everyone at once, what a great thing it could be! If 
only it could happen, and if someone could make it happen... Which leads us to the next phase...

People to Leaders is where someone steps forward and says “I think that...” and another says “But then we’d have to...”and 
another says “But how do we afford...” and then the important part is “I will..., but only if you...” That’s the start of an unof-
ficial User Group. Eventually, the unofficial User Group is formed and the Spokespersons of the Group finds a free place to 
meet as a Group. The Group now expands and finds that it needs a little more formality. Official dates and times, who does 
what and how their needs are met. They now formalize and need a President, a Vice-President (just in case), a Treasurer (be-
cause they now have to charge dues for a meeting place), a Secretary to take charge of who’s attending, and at least one other 
person in case two of the four disagree on anything. One does need a Quorum, you know.

That’s ‘the founding fathers’/persons of an Apple User Group. From there, it expands as the Storytellers get up the courage 
and lose their stage fright to expound on the next great thing they found. If only they could show it to the group, how great 
it could be! But for that to happen, they’d need a Projector and a place to show it, and good seating. Why, they could even 
get Vendors to show up and... If only...

The Board of Directors/Committee meets and discusses the costs of such a thing to happen. $500, $700, $800... How could 
they...? - Leaders approach the next meeting with the topics of raising dues and what could be accomplished if only... For 
that kind of thing to happen requires great Leadership with a commanding sense of vision and what they can and will ac-
complish for the User Group as a whole. This is what will happen! We need a vote now!

The vote is taken and approved, dues raised to accomplish the vision, and over time the purchase is made. During that time, 
Vendors are approached and shmoozed over with how our Group is doing great things with their Software and Hardware 



  Vendors, and maybe some trial items are lended/given for demonstrations for the Storytellers to work with for demo’s. That’s 
the beginnings of the Vendor Growth Phase that the Leaders worked out.
 
Unfortunately, the Leaders time is limited in just how much they personally can accomplish. They need more good people on 
the Board of Directors/Committee to meet their goals. The call for volunteers at the next General Meeting may not be what 
they expected. This is where Leadership Vision comes into play. Sometimes it’s necessary for the ‘laying on of hands’ to quiet-
ly influence a person of talent to take on a Leadership role. “Whatever it takes” has always been my motto for that to happen. 
Now that the Group has a Vendor person, a Publicity person, Advertising and Assistants for the other Leaders, like Treasur-
er, etc; the User Group can now officially take on the official non-profit role for State/Federal requirements. Now the Group 
can accept donations of Hardware/Software from Vendors more easily. One thing leads to another in the growth process. It’s 
People helping People, feeding on each others progress as a successful Group. Each individual is a part of the process, each 
individual is important to the Group; it’s a Hive process, except without a Queen! Each of us is a Queen in that respect! The 
Hive grows and grows!

There is one little addendum I have to add here. In the fourth opening paragraph I mentioned “...an added extra.” Didn’t I? I 
have to mention that over the years I have been in maybe 5-6 Apple User Groups. A number of them in their Board of Direc-
tors/Committees as either President, Vice-President, Secretary or on the Directors positions of Vendors, Members, Librarian, 
etc. Positions. Been there, done that stuff, so I can speak with authority on over 40 years of experience. 

With the exception of the President, Vice President and Treasurer, the two most important positions in any Apple User 
Group are the person who greets and seats new people who come into a meeting and the Newsletter Editor. The Greeter 
has the outgoing personality who can meet the needs, and envisions immediately the person that ‘newbie’ has to sit next 
to.  That next-to User Group person has to have the personality to get that ‘Newbie’ feeling comfortable with the Group as a 
whole. Leadership has to find and make that Greeter Position happen! I’ve only seen that happen in two successful groups in 
over 40 years! Note I’ve said successful!

The next position is the Newsletter Editor. My apologies to all my readers here, but I do have to admit that I have been a 
Newsletter Editor for 35 of those years and speak with a lot of biased experience. Most User Groups ‘Boards of Directors/
Committees’ have a hard time with this concept and believe that the success of the Group comes from their Direction of it.  I 
have found that from experience a Group Newsletter gets the word out of a User Groups existence and can reach a farther 
audience than a word of mouth experience can. When a Newsletter begins, the propagation of help expands far beyond the 
meeting hall. Can’t make a meeting, no problem; this is what happened. Out of town; out of state, no problem. Something 
that a Vendor needs to see; like Software/Hardware reviews of their product, no problem. The better the reviews, the better 
the Newsletter; Color Graphics, even a better Newsletter. 

What makes that happen? Getting a Newsletter Editor with the typographic/graphic talent and vision of what can and should 
happen to a Groups’ Vision for tomorrow is a great start. That’s a very hard person to find and is quite rare in the industry. It 
doesn’t happen often. One example I found from experience is with one of my first groups. We published a $$$ Print version 
and were quite happy with the result; until...! Our success almost ruined us, financially and people-wise. Getting the Print-
ed Newsletters from the Presses to a big room for a lot of volunteers, then folding and labeling to Post Office requirements, 
with Zip Codes in numerical order batches, then getting them all to the Post Office on time, and billing, etc; required an 
inordinate amount of person/hours of time to process. Then it was the Thousands of dollars every month for postage fees. 
I fought with the Board of Directors on this for quite awhile for a PDF solution. It was the old ‘reading on a toilet’ answer 
every time. 

With the print version there was always the possibility of the dreaded ‘rivers of white’ that 
the printer didn’t resolve. Those paragraphs of random white spaces that looked like rivers 
of white space running down the page. An Editor could add a syllable or two and the river 
disappeared. Today those ‘rivers’ still appear in the ‘NY Times’ and others, but rarely, due 
to the use of Proportional Fonts.

Finally, I reached a PDF Trial solution with the Board. Something in which AUSOM is 
going through now. Some few members dropped out, like winnowing out the herd for the 

Groups survival. The Group survived, and financially grew faster than ever before, with new Projectors for demonstrators, 
a powerful Mac for our own Network with a Bulletin Board for daily access; all with the thousands of dollars saved. As a 
Newsletter Editor, the vision of what could happen was always there. It took a Board of Directors to make it happen, but an 
Editor to envision it and push, push, push for it.



In many Groups that I’ve been attached to, the Newsletter Editor is usually the unsung hero/heroine of a group that makes 
it happen, in print. The Editor is the visual Voice of the Group. BMUG (Berkeley, CA,) BMUG  (Boston, MA), AMUG 
(Arizona Mac Group) etc; all with many thousand, two of which had over 10,000 members, all had outspoken Editors and 
successful magazines, expanding to PDF’s. That’s how they grew. I subscribed to them all, two of which were well over 200 
pages/quarter. I couldn’t wait for the mailing; even bought their T-shirts and Mugs. Lots of advertising too... Those were 
the days of greatness!

In those heady days of the Apple persona, Apple didn’t reach out 
to their User Groups per se; they never did it publicly. One time 
only did they reach out! A National User Group conference of 
User Group Leaders across the USA was able to sit in the front 
row of an Apple announcement to watch Steve Jobs do his Magic. 
One time! How did it start? What made all that happen? Strange-
ly enough, it all started out with a User Group Newsletter; then 
another, and another! One User Group, then another. Newsletters 
started being swapped, from one group to another, then scores. 
Leaders started communicating, then having ‘come on down to 
our Group Meetings for an introduction.’ Then we did cross-
group Leader motivation sessions on ‘how to improve meetings’ 
and ‘how to grow memberships’ between User Group hands-on 
meetings, traveling for hours, then overnight out-of-state sessions 
at hotel Meeting Rooms, or University Dormitory Rooms for a 
weekend retreat. Even cross-country retreats. That worked great, 
and finally led to that Steve Jobs Introduction of new Macs and 
our National Groups’ front row seats; even a wave from Steve Jobs.

I just now opened up that closet of mine again and found this T-Shirt (never worn) of one of those heydays. You can even 
see the collar. The National Group was called NAUGSAW, the ‘North American User Group Symposium & Workshop’; 
the one in the photo here is for a three-day Group Leaders Workshop of what makes a successful Group happen. We con-
nived Apple into letting their Financial head (at the time) to convene the ‘Treasurers workshop’ in our Dallas conference. 
Claris, Adobe and Microsoft attended also on different days. I won a $$$ Photoshop Application at that one! 

And it all started with a Newsletter Editor sharing their Newsletter with another Newsletter Editor. And their Librarian 
sharing diskettes with another User Group Librarian. Visionaries! So, are Editors important? I’ll leave that to you!

With the advent of todays Internet, Apple User Groups are becoming less relevant that in the old days. Information is out 
there to access, and faster than we can do it; we have to wait for our meetings. Granted, we have bulletin boards, but for 
members only, not the general public. Apple still doesn’t give out our User Group info to new buyers of Macs, iPhones and 
iPads. I suggested at a NAUGSAW conference one time that Apple should add User Group information to all new buy-
ers. ‘Will take it under advisement.’ Never happened. It’s up to us, my friends. Like days of old, we have to find ways to reach 
out to new members. If not the new younger generation, we can reach out to the older generation, who probably need 
us more than ever. Each and every one of us has to be the Group’s Evangelist. Reaching out! Even if it’s a one-to-one sit 
down and asking “How can I help you with this?” It’s just like in the old days, a lot has changed; but nothing has changed. 
It still comes down to ‘People helping People.’

Been there, got the T-Shirt

george engel for ausom


